CAREY
I had just been diagnosed with Type 2 Diabetes in March 2014 with an A1C at over 11, I was not
very well at all – after the initial shock and a prescription for two different medications I started
this life long journey of first getting well again and then trying to avoid all of the eventual health
problems related to being Diabetic. There were many I was reminded over and over again so I
had to do something.
We travelled to Vegas in May 2014 for our regular visit and while shopping at the Outlet Mall
we ran into the kiosk selling Ion Effect bracelets – the information they displayed made
reference to helping with Diabetes and since I normally wear a bracelet anyway I purchased my
first bracelet thinking “what could it hurt”.
Two years later, wearing a single power Ion Effect Bracelet, eating healthier, and a little bit of
exercise – my A1C was stable at 6.3 (which is still considered pre-diabetic). I am off one
medication completely and taking only half the amount of the second. I am also sleeping better
and have more energy.
In May 2016 – I started wearing a Double Power Men’s Bracelet and am extremely pleased to
report that my AIC after only wearing the double power version for 6 months has dropped to
5.3 which is considered normal and non-diabetic!!!! My arthritic pains in knee and fingers have
disappeared along with heartburn. We also experience sleep like never before – sleeping so
soundly, waking with huge energy, and feeling better than ever!!!!!
GLENDA
In October 2014 - only six months after Carey purchased his first bracelet - our next trip to
Vegas would have me purchasing my first bracelet. I too would find that I slept better, had less
frequent migraine headaches. I had some issues with pins in my bracelet and set it aside in
August of 2015 with the intention of taking advantage of Ion Effects “Lifetime Warranty”. I
intended to return it to Vegas for replacement in October.
In September I had some serious blood pressure issues resulting in high enough pressure to be
concerned about a stroke. My doctor prescribed 8mg of Coversyl – a medication that brought
my blood pressure under control. Then on October I returned to Vegas, had my bracelet
replaced, and soon after noticed my blood pressure too low – requiring a drop in medication to
4 mg. This trend continued to where I am now at 2 mg and seriously considering going off the
medication entirely. I credit this to the minerals in the Ion Effect bracelet
After both of us experienced good results from the Ion Effect bracelet we decided to bring this
product home to the people of Canada.
Since doing so - we have hundreds of satisfied customers who also experience many health
benefits too numerous to mention, reduction/elimination of pain, better sleep, and amazing
energy levels.

